We welcome Charles W Nelson-Cleveland, Ohio, Derek Wharton-Chicago, Ill, and Bruce J Kennedy-Toronto, Ontario as new members and the renewals of Bob Duggan and thanks to all of you. Lots of good DX and a very pleasant NRC Membership.

**DX CALENDAR**

**DATE----CALL----LOCATION-------------------KCS---CLUB------TIME ALL EST-----**

MAY 1 CB-138 Santiago   Chill  1330 NRC  3:00 - 4:00 AM

CB-138 SANTIAGO, CHILI. The write up for this DX appeared in last issue but we want to remind you again that all reports should be addressed as follows L.E. Brain, Gerente, Radio Estacion El Mercurio CB-138, Santiago, Chili. In case you are not able to hear this DX remember send a Thank you Card.

At this time it should also be remembered that if you did not send a Thank You card to Station WW5W for staying off the air from 4:15-4:30 on for our KWOR DX, do it now. KWOR had clear channel from 4-4:30 by this.

KGFLL

The following information was received from S/Sgt Al Maley regarding the new policy of verifying by station KGFLL. Mr. Unger has finally attained Mr Whitmore's consent to verify reports on his frequency check signal, provided the following provisions are complied with. Please do not send any reports that do not come up to specifications for they will not be acknowledged and may later result in some unsavory correspondence, that will in turn once again revert KGFLL back to the ranks of "NON-Verifier". The provisions are admittedly rather difficult to meet as it would require practically 100% reception to meet them, but at least we do have KGFLL turning in the right direction. I would suggest sending a letter of thanks to Mr Unger for his efforts in making a verification from KGFLL something more than an impossibility. **The provisions are:**

1. All requests for verification must give the following; a. A general idea of the content of the announcements, particularly the first and last.
   b. A description of the "fill" between announcements.
   c. The program identification number.
2. A reply card prepared for signature, should be sent.
3. Reports must be postmarked not later than midnight of day following the frequency check.
4. Reports should be addressed as follows; Melvin E Unger-511 West 16th Street, Roswell, New Mexico.
5. A special DX Frequency Check will be designated as the next regular check at 2 AM Mountain Standard Time, SUNDAY MAY 5 1946. ($ AM EST or 5 AM EDT)

In letter from Norman F Kriebel to Maley, The station CMJM in Ciego de Avile has been deleted an according to notification CMJM at Camaguey is licensed on 1270 kcs at the increase power of one KW, however, the usual accompanying notification of the prior frequency(1340) being deleted was not given. Hence, the dual entry. I am unable to check by actual listening on which freq CMJM is really transmitting but would imagine it is 1270 kcs. Although CQ is transmitting on 1460 kcs, no notice has been received that it has abandoned 760 kcs. Many times these have been experimental and they after a time gone back to previous channel. A Cuban on 720 kc, no info here.
HILDING GUSTAFSON—ROCKFORD ILL Many thanks for the kind words of sympathy from the Officers and Members of NRC. The passing of my Mother was about the worse shock I’ve had in my life. Doing no DX not but veries are coming in good now. Latest are KSAI, Saipan—BLA 1—LZB—HCJB Ecuador and Radio Algerie. Radio Algerie operates on 941 kc from 10:30 AM—12:45 PM and from 4:45—6:30 PM on 2nd Wed, 30 AM—4:00 AM EST. The Algerie verie made my 2nd African and still have one more African report out.

JACK QUINTRELL—WASHINGTON D C Was discharged last Tuesday from Uncle Sam's Army. Will send a complete report soon. (OK Jack and next issue May 18th) Wonder if veries from WCMA—WKZ—WGV—WFOY—WLAT have been coming thru? Last 3 are my worse offenders. Have verified a few new ones, WAGC—WMCL—WTBN—WMOX—WCMA—KNE—KTH—WNVA etc. My worst 2 offenders are WLAT—WAD cant get a reply out of any of them. Trying to buy a good receiver—any ideas Boys?? Best of DX and will try to make Labor Day Convention. (OK Jack and make a good try as we expect it to be the biggest yet—Pop) ERA 1912 "M" St N W.

ARNOLD GERRARD—MISANSBURG O Veries not in yet from KENO—WPPG, KDTH yes. WHIT—WRLC others this week. No WBOR—WNVA here either. Watch KGVL are still on after 3, also watch 1490 for WFXY, Frankfort, Ky, hrd 3/2 and on 1450 kc for WXL (guess you mean KXLR Arnold) 7 Rpts out since Mon, all new to log. Glad to get list of new stations.

TED SALTING—ESTACADA Ore The list of new stations is swell. I have 10 of em so it looks more like a full years DX than just a summer job for me. I do look the band over most every week thru the summer and find some good DX especially from the North. I'll let you know of it. Pleased to hear CMHK verified as I have a report out to them on their 1/28 DX. Was unable to pull in WWFG DX, did hear KVAK now and then when the Northern Lights would permit. KINY was testing and asking for rpts at the same time. Will be interesting to note who heard them. May be well to note that they were on 4/1 or first MON. Out here Alaska reception best in Spring and Fall and good in summer too, but seldom hrd in winter. Have not hrd KFQD since last fall and KFAR only once this winter. I now have a total of 229 veries with 35 rpts out. Some with whislers but I get a surprise from an old one now and then. KVMV testing at 4AM on 4/4 and KFLW testing and asking for rpts since 3/25.

NORM MAGUIRE—STAMFORD Conn DXing has been at a stand still for some time. But a few veries have trickled in, some of them are Algerie—WNVA—Hilversum—WSTC—CJAD—WFIN—KDTH—CUCA—WRH. Got WFIN and KDTH on Specials. Hrd CMKY with difficulty over week end, also KFUSO. However have been listening mostly to 10 meters. We are planning to be on hand for that Labor Day Convention. (OK Norm and we will be looking for you two, so be on hand—Pop)

STAN MORSS—BRADFORD MASS Veries from WPOR—KMAC—CMHK for NRC DX and a letter a swell one from Emsora Nacional I Lisbon, Portugal and signed by Manuel Bivar, Technical Director, also sent sked of stations. (They are in Freq Frolics) The letter was in Portugeese and was for a January report.

BOB BROWN—GOSHEN IND Received card veries from KVFL—KHC—WCHS—KDTH—KSL who say they now verify and no restrictions are on. Signed by Rollow C Kimball (Operation's Eng) also sent a book put out by the State of Utah and on their new studies. Letters by KDTH—KNA—WINK—WRL—WJAG—WMC—KICD—CMKY—KSCJ—Reports out to WMVG—KBX—WHKY—KFJ—KODY—XEB—XEO—KHAS. 3/25 WMVG at 2:30 AM WINK 2:40; KBX 3:05 and WHKY 5:05, this is my 3rd rpt to WHKY—3/28 KFJ at 4:30; Unknown on 1570 kc 4:40; WJHO 5:05; 4/1 KODY 2:10; XEB 2:20; XEO 2:35 and KHAS 5:35.

S HENRY FRANKEL—BROOKLYN NY now have veries from CKNM—WSTC—WTOP with reports to WGBB—WFL—WIP—WWVA. Built myself a doublet antenna on roof with 2 conductor shielded leadin wire for my S—41. Getting excellent results on SW and bob also shows great promise, been too lazy to try for early AM reception. And keep those trigger fingers off shotgun, I'll find Lefty soon
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BCB Contest Standings as of April 13 1946. NEXT LISTING MAY 20th.
1 Edge Reg-WDEL-WPG-WPDQ-WENT-KEON-WKIX; Spec-WPG-KDTH-CMHB...837
2 Batson Reg-KNAK-WENT Spec-CFAB-WATN-VOUS-CMKY...683
3 D Cooper None added...598
4 Morss Reg-WLMB-WPQ-WDEL-KILLO-KUJ; Spec-WINN-CFQC-WATN-Alg-Pierre...538
5 Tewell Reg-CFPI-KLCH-WALB; Spec-CKHM-KCOK-WHEM-WHIZ-WPAT-CFAB-WATN...451
6 Ralley Reg-WHNC-WJPA; Spec-WPG-KDTH-CMKY/KIUP...427
7 Kruse Reg-WRLD-KDFJ-KEJF-CPOR; Spec-KDTH...415
8 Stone Reg-WHNC-WALB Spec-WPAT-WATN...406
9 Steele Reg-KOVC-KRGP-CPOR Spec-WPG...367
10 Bristow Spec-WATN-KDTH...338
11 Van Voorhees Spec-WAZL-KITW-WHEM-St Pierre...278
12 Nichols None added...266
13 E Cooper Spec-WPG-VOUS-KDTH...265
14 Gorsk None added...211
15 Wilson None added...163 19 Sullivan 4none added...104
17 Macquaire None added...15 20 Spencer None added...74
17 Yarnes Spec-CFAB...125 21 Meyer None added...32
18 Seth Reg-WISW-Spec-WHIZ-WATN-22 Barrett None added...3
WPAT-WKLA-WISR-CFAB-CJEM-CHLT-23 Johanns None added...1
CKCH-CFBR-HOK...124 Have NEXT LIST in by MAY 13 1946

J WARENN ROUTZAHN-YORK PA Logged PREP-PRL3-BV5RL-CKEY-WSIV, Veres HJCB-XEG WFE; 4/17 PREP 5:13-5:46 fairly well; PRI5 5:13 & YV5RL 5:35; Daylight too far advanced but got one rpt out; WAWZ clear 6-6240; WEGO 6:43; WING 6:45; WKBO 7: WIM&SLAY battling before 7; 4/9 Tried for F/C WKVM too many stats; WCPO QRM with quite a few F/C/4/10 CKEY in clear here with DX; WSIV 3-4 or later KDKA test 3-45; Tried KWOR but too many on 1490; 4/14 WRNL s/off test 3-30; WSIV till 4; KALE off 4; Coast good for KJXH-KXEL-KFAC.

JOE BRAUNER-WILLIAMSVILLE N Y No new veres cept WTON-WSIV botg letters. Ret cards from KNOE-CFRC. Sent cts to last years holdouts and brought replies from all but WJXN. Newsoners are KXLL-WSIV-KWOR-CHEF. KWOR poorly hrd a few selec identified but ann hard to follow due to static. CHEF often hrd evs 809 pm sometimes pushing WQAI a little. WPG exceptonally nice letter in reply to DX report. (OK stamps will come soon Joe, just lazy)

ELBERT TEWELL-CAREY O Hrd some new stats testing, WSIV-KCOR-WJNC-WMKR-WK7-KCOR-KTNC-WTON-WAGC-WMMA-WMVG-WNVA. Cond not so hot. Sent KENO txn card and rec nice letter tnx me. Seem to have lots of rpts out yet, still hops ad an ans from em. Have lots of new ones to try for this summer if weather permits. Postoria 0 abt 15 miles from here is applied for LWK on 1150 kc Days but no OK from FCC as yet. (OK Elbert, am cutting rpts to get em all in, sorry)

ERIC BRISTOW-CHICAGO ILL Hrd KVWC 3:45-4 also WHAT 4-4:20. Art Hankins was here SUN Afternoon, had swell time. Will try to get together again with him.

RALPH JOHNS-BUFFALO N Y Easter Greetings & Daylight Saving to you all. Got my 50 doz veres-CKEY's DX reminded me of WAAT's(Burp) -but I like WOCA CUTE Nos-4/16 F/C 4:15-4:45-A dead east was 4:15 but P coast OK but sta on 1400 queered by WMGA F/C-For new KXLA letter-head try:Frank Goodson,Supv-WSDR Deep South Radioways mgr will verify fast(not like WKRZ)-Rec letters; WMOG-Coastal Brdg Co still 250 D-100 N-KXLL starts 4/14 sked 6:30-1AM-WCAO with EKKOM-mant test EV SAT anytime after 12:30 AM-WMVG by Robbie 0 Hattaway, ce-KFUSC-Sov on way WSIV nice letter and Tnx for call-KSCJ for 4/6, letter & nice Indianhead verie card-KCOR-CALCASEIU Bldg, letter by manager-WTON by ce WREC veries V-E Day 5/8/45 & 3/24/46-Sked 6:30(SUN 7) 1 AM-WPR, Spanish letter also V/Cd & A-mail tnxshr by Maria(I like her)-KENO by ce-CJCS by ce who thought phone call was trick but put on extra time for listeners to tune in. Welcome and Hello to Bruce Kennedy and Charles Nelson as NRCers.

2nd TUES F/C WJNO 3;#0-3:45;WMFR 3:55-4:10;WIFE 4:10-4:30;WLVA 4:30-4:45; all on 1230 kc; 1240 kc WJMC 3:25-3:40 and 1490 WMBR WEN 3:45-4 (Routzahn)
JACK FORBES—ALBERNI B.C. Was to the studios of CJAV and chatted with the owner, Harold Warren, seems quite a few of the boys have been in contact with them for a test but they never got around to it during the construction period in which they only tested with tones, except on one occasion when Portland Ore was their farthest report on a recorded test. Rpts should be sent to Station CJAV—Box 1140 Port Alberni, BC and they sign off 4 AM EST. Mr. Frank Eckersley is chief engineer. They may broadcast a test next fall and if I am around this part of the country will try to arrange date. (OK Jack and your bulletins will be coming to your new QRA—Good luck—Pop)

BOB HETZEL—MILWAUKEE WISC Not much DXing account of not receiving my new receiver, dont expect it till early part of June. In meantime I am using a small 5 tube set to log some of the local stations and than I will have more time for real DX next season. Now have rpts out to WGES—WLAQ—WEMP—WJIN—WBBQ—KLFM—WORLD—WWDP—XEG—WNW—KPG—WSUS—WJBB. Also hrd station on 1450 using 250 watts which I believe said located in New Mexico, however dont see any station listed in log boog there. (Yes a new one in Albuquerque but call not yet known) Veries rec from CKBY—KFUO on DX—KXOK—CFPL—WIZ—WAKH. This gives me about 90 veries on bcb from 6 countries. Incendiely want to thank Johans for info on WSIV—WDSR. My receiver ordered is a Hammerlund Super—Pro and hope it works on bcb like SW. (Think you'll find it OK Bob—Pop)

BOB SPENCER—BUFFALO N Y Almost a month since last rpt and still not too much DX. Rpts to WGBK—EDTH—WOI—KSG—KFUO. KFUO came thru good—CMKY was hrd but were jammed even after WSMB s/off from station on both sides of band. WOI came back with a card—KDTH a nice letter. 2 Cards verifying 12/20 and 2/24 and I have letter for 1/28 from CMMK. Guess they were waiting for the cards to be printed. The Overture over stamps says in Sp and Eng "Buy Cuban Sugar" I would be glad to buy 10 pounds, but who's got the stamps?

Nice letter from HCJB and verie for SW program. Sent out 65 rpts and rec 48 veries, a lot less than last year in both columns. Hold outs are TGW—CMZ—KGHL—WDWS—KECA—XERB—SW TGOA—WLOG—KFRZ—WGBK—KSG—KFUO last 2 are later ones, also WKLA—KOTA but I dont need them. (OK Bob and still havent got those Canadians, stamps, Joe Brauner will be scalping me if I dont get some out his way, OK Joe will do it this week without fail—Pop)

GRANT BATSON—WESTFIELD N Y Just enough DX to keep things going. 4/6 CMKY fairly well hrd 3:4:16, hope Senor Lopez friend gets to Bridgeport OK. 4/7 Just about 2 minutes of KGVL test 5:44 for rpt tho meager; 4/9 KMAC—1240 test 5:5:15 and hope they verify this rpt fairly good and some badly needed. WCOO—WFBM—CMHK—WWPG for DX and KGVL in 6 days for one of the shortests rpts yet. 4/14 at 5:50 Station in Nevada s/off test wonder who? (Grant it was KENO who came in here swell even thru KGVL and it was daylight here for quite a while—Pop) At 6AM KRSC on 1150 over XEFJ, wish I had been up as it was one of best nights yet. KWOR DX show QRMed by a western—WWSW was off tho at 3:45—4:30—WMRN tested 3:45—4. Static plus QRM nettwd a poor rpt. No WHIZ—WCMC—WBB—WJFR veries yet.

SULLY SULLIVAN—PITTSBURGH PA A few veries straggled in lately—WKAG—KSD—WMCA—WJDK—WKAT—WSAN with station stamp—KFAB—WMAL to total 407. (Yep Sully CHEF is your 1200 kc station—Pop) If you boys need any Penna stations try for them on election day in May, think its May 14th. WJPA will run overtime then and WKRL will go on 15th. WKRL says cards not yet received from printers and they have been ordered. Gave up on the 1580 mystery station. I would appreciate all data on stations broadcasting Baseball games this year, any help will be appreciated. (Rex Howell, Managing Director signed my KFXJ letter verie Sully)

RAY EDGE—BUFFALO N Y Not much DX here rpts out to KXLR—WSIV—WJMC—KMAC—KWOR—KTUC. Veries from WHA—WATN—KXLR—WSIV—KMAC, underlined are new to make total 941. KENO & KGVL also rapt 4/14 when they were heard in daylight here to 5:50 AM EST. Both couple be copied easily, KENO was on for quite a while before KGVL came on but their call was not to good to be understood.
BOB DUGGAN-MACON, GA Vories in from KGVL-WBAB-WTRC-KFVD-KMLB-KID-CMCE-CMHO-WRLD-KTNM-KTXT-KXLR-VVIRA and at last XEBZ. Rpts out to TIEP-HIST-TLS-CMWM-CMCK-ZNS on 1540-HJCC-CMCG-TIBAS-KTMC-KBST-JUHC-WCMC-KSUB-XBQR-XBAI-XEMC-CMBS-CMKY-WKMO-KFQO-KEYS-XERL. ZNS on 1540 kc in parallel with 640 kc too if it is not announced, much weaker sigs than on 640 kc. WMML had harmonic on 7000 kc on 3/30 and letter from ce says he cant detect it even at station-KBST tested most of 4/1 AM-WMVG began its reg sked 3/29-KVAK very good here after KNMT s/off-XEBL may now be hrd on 630 kc will 2:45 AM SUN. The D.R. xmtr on 1040 kc is hrc nicely with good sigs-XET not hrd on DX-CMKY & KFQO were weak-Terrible noise lately-Hrd call that sounded like WCOA on 1340 at 2:50 AM 4/6-WOPK petition to KENL or anybody-Who is vs of WNLB?? WRLD by Dick Bishop ce; KTNM Arnold Haun, ce; KTTG G P Ward, Mgr; KXLR M P Sbarm, ce who says they start 4/14 with daily sked 6:30 AM-1 AM EST. QRA of XEBZ-Jose Ayala B. Jefe de Continuidad, XEBZ, "Vocere Mexicanos", Sidor y Rovirosa 78, Mexico City, v/s WTRC Lester Zellmer, ce-KMAB J O Liner. Hrd a broadcast from HCJB in which the call of the Guayaquil station was given as HCJB7. Vories from CMHO-1310 and CMCK 1330 and request rpts. QRA's CMHO Organizacion Insulas de Radio, Carrera de Saguas, Km 2, Apartado 41, Bante Clara, L.V. vs Dr A Friand; CMG -Radio Metropolitana, Dr Edgardo Butcher Puig, Apartado 2224, Habana and YVIRA-M Anez h. Director, ECOS DEL ZULIA Apartado 37, Maracaibo, Venezuela. 5111 is a Cuban RHC-Cadena Azul station on 720 but not listed in FBIS. (It's not listed in late list either but FBIS says there is one on there, none listed on Latin Radio Guia either)

GENE ALLEN-FALLEN, CALIF 4/1 KBST s/off from test 4:30 and wanted reports. KNMT testing 4:42-4:58 am as reg monthly f/c-KTEN at 5:19 and Special from KVAK hrd from 4:53-5:18 static heavy from freak Calif electrical storm that came on at 1:15 AM, also sigs down because of saturated terrain from 3 days rainfall, veries from KFLW by Henry J Chandler,Mgr a real friend of DXers and are sending QSL cards when completed at printers. KDTH signed by Don Abitz saying my report may be their best DX on Special and KRYS by Gilbert S Andrew,ce who verifies only "Correct Reports" and is also a friend of DXers. Evidently has reed fake rpts for veries. 4/6 Listened for CMKY & KFQO but no sigs, KOA on 850 kc only R-6 at 2:15 and usually R-9 plus. Aurora must be acting up but cant see it here, Veries from WFIN-KBST-KFLW. KVAK In. 4/10 No luck on KWOR this AM as-KYOS was on till 4:30 with election returns. KFLW again testing 4-KGK-R-9 at 4:07-XEAM good from 3:45-4 sent rpts to P.O. Box 944 Nestor Calif, generally XBSM on this channel. 4/9 KMAC f/c 5-5:15-KWOR on at 5:30 with 500 cycle tone test for C R E, Kansas City WHIS R-7 3:3-5:57 at 5:31-5:45 for new one-KBND testing 6:06-WASA at 6:12-KABC testing on 1450 kc 6:16-6:25-KRLC hrd f/c 6:30-6:45. Rec a swell box of candy from KDTH & Len Kruse, Iowa sure excels in California in art of Candy Making, Many thanks Len. Rpts to KVAK-KRLC-KGVL-XEAM, veries slow as fewxerts out. RCA's AR-88 has 14 tubes, 2 r.f. 3 i.f. stages with pentode in output, 100 to 1 spinner, dial allows 4400 logging divisions per each of its 5 tuning bands, Hq-129X looks good with a 10 kc calibration (readable to 3kc) all the way from 540-2000 kc. Most DXing lately on 75 meter fone band and son on 10 meters

BERNIE DUGGIE-STATEN ISLAND, NY Thanks to sun spots freak reception I heard 100 watt CKVD Val d'Or in clear on 1230 kc 3/30 10:30-11:05 PM, WOBG good in daylight 4/3-9 7:30-9AM. CMMH sent printed Spick verie. Got nice veries from W2PG-WPTT-CMGC-CMKK-CMKY-CHEF-WKMO-WBIR-WKIN. KFQO was weak 4/5-6 DX; loud from 405; CMKY on 4/6 fair at 3:45 and WAKO perfect 4/6 at 3:30.

MARSHALL BLANDER-BROOKFIELD, ILL Am now living home again and have enlisted in the Navy and am awaiting call. Latest veries from bcb-Saipan-Canal Zone XW-WKAC and on SW VLC2-VLC2-VLC2-VLC2-ZQI-Martanique. (OK Marsh and remember to keep us informed of your address so the bulletins can be sent)

NEXT BULLETIN MAY 18th. HAVE RPTS IN BY MAY 15th. ALSO VOTE NOW, VOTE
AL BARTHOLOMEW-CORNING N Y No DX here since last rpt to bulletin until SUN AM the 7th hrd KXLR test on 1450 from 3 till daylight. Reception very good this AM. KWIL hrd s/off at 4 and from 4:30 hrd AFRS stations on 1060-1080 both unidentified but the one on 1060 much louder, both with all-American programs starting off with re-broadcast of Truman's speech of Army Day. Only time any sign of station ann was at 5 then a fade out at wrong time. Have an hours rpt and dont know where to send id. WVUR also hrd for 1st time this spring. One of best veries back Sat from Linz, Austria-15 KW and operated by US ARMY, have their own letter-head, prompt service as rpted 2/1 another new country for me verified and another new TA. Makes ninth new country verified this season. 4/9 WSIV Pekin hrd and also KBNE thru WWDC. 8/14 hrd both AFRS stations again and both with same program and eliminating from San Francisco SW outlet but location still unknown and unannounced. Most recent catch was KWOR on clear channel 4-4:30 except for unknown Pacific coast station. Louisy reception AM theo and were tough, did get 3 titles. KBNE hrd and so are definitely on TUES AMs at 4 test. Verie back from WSIV and cleans up 3 states for me, ILL-NEV-WYO.


BOB BROWN again Latest veries are cards from KESM-KMAC-WFEB, letters WSAU-WLAW-KODY-KHAS-KTHI-CFCS-WATV who mentioned NRC during F/C and GJCS dedicated to all DXers mentioning all clubs. Rpts to KWAT-WXYZ-WISE-WHBY-WAI-J- WLCM-KRSC-KFEG-KGVL-WATT and KGUK was very good 4:27-5:38. WATT and it looks as if Cadillac has themselves a station there. KGUK very good 5:33-5:45 on 4/14 and KENO was r+++ plus from 5:02 till after daylight 5:51 on 4/14. 482 veries now and should get 500 easily before summer. See you Labor Day.

ARNOLD GERARD again Most part DX still holding up fair altho a few AMs was almost impossible. Stations logged are KFWO-KXLR-WFXY-WSIV-KVAK-KIKO- KROS-WGBI-CMOK-KTEM-WLMA-KGUE-WCNC-WBRW. KFWR hrd on DX giving club nice boost. Test from KXLR ended on 4/13 according to letter verie. WSIV on reg sked 4/14. KTHT f/c LAST THURS instead of 4TH THURS as listed, WMOG very nice letter and F/C 4TH THURS 3-3:30. Veries rec WHIT a card, WRLC-2WP-GKTH-KHAS-WGOS on follow up-WMOG-KXLR-WLMA-KOCA by K O Nucle, ce-WMIS by Geo Wilson. totals now 937.

WALT BISHOP-FENNSBERGER N Y About only real news from here is that I have a new receiver-its a Hallicrafters S-41 G and is working out A-1 so far. At least it has me back on SW. Only new stations logged are WWRL-WFGB. Only new verie from WJMC which brings my log up to 185 hrd and 112 verified. Hear some of the boys are done for the season, but I'll keep right on going since I have so many stations yet to log. A little FM info, WSHS Bewamaks High School, power 250+ in Floral Park N Y, unlimited time.

HANK WILKINSON-BANNING CALIF Reception a little better on AM 4/3. Cuban on 720 at 12:15 AM EST, no sign of WGN. CBM at 12:30 was R5 with WCCO not hrd. 12:30-12:45 KGU S-6 latest news on tidal wave. Hrd WNEI s/on 5AM and said member of AFRS. Held him till 5:17. Y55EB-790 kc s/on 5:30 and S-7 till 5:58, best ever hrd and 2 rpts are out to him; KSAI was his best for a long time. Those who still dont have him might be glad to know he still was on at 6:02 AM EST. TO THOMAS I did not hear HCJB on 992-994, what I said was I noted some fellows hrd him on 974 but others reported him on 992-994.
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NORTHEASTERN

STANDINGS AS OF APRIL 13th
Bartholomew 120 V 25 S Add VOUS
Lippincott 70 V 21 S Prague
Burnham 61 V 21 S Add Marimekko
1113-Lopik 995-Dijon 1158-Montebeliard 1366 Elim Bartholomew Lille 1213

EASTERN

Botzum 118 V 60 S
Geary 79 V 20 S Add PRA2-EAJ8-40QR-2CA-WVDI2 Elim Cooper's YV1RF
Wilkinson 38 V 6 S
Lippincott 29 V 5 S
Gerrard 17 V 2 S
Cooper 25 V 1 S
Steele 17 V 1 S
Stone 16 V 1 S

MIDDLE

Gustafson 124 V 81 S add KSAI-12B
Brown 41 V 7 S
Gorsuch 36 V 7 S
Botton 5 V 0 S

WESTERN

Maguire 18 V 11 S
Allen 22 V 7 S Add WPRA-ANF
Normandy Elim Wilkinson KTKQ and
Salings WNEL
Saling 16 V 4 S

Well boys there we are and the next listing will be May 18th so have your Brown
lists in no later than MAY 11th

BILL STONE-TORONTO ONT All tests unless specified 4/1 WTON 1:50-WAVO 2-2:30
WINK 2:45-WKIX 250-WASK 305-WCMN 310-345 on CFHR 440-KNET till 450 on f/c
covering KVAN till s/off; KVAN not easy but was ok from
530-540; WHIS s/o 515-535-WPIC on RB 4/1 207-WMESC; A lot of carriers, but no
call announced. 5th-WMEO at 210; woko-225; Stn. on 1240 245-3, no calls given,
KWEN-3 on FC; WOIR-315; WACG-335; WLOG-350 6th-1240-245-3 No annt. march music
WKMK at 305; KFUO on DX; CMHK ok after 330 till 340, then out; 341-Cycle tone
Messing up 1490; WKL-A10; KESM and XEKM like locals at 420-430 7th-CHEF ok after
WOAI signs at 1AM nice letter; KVOR at 130-too noisy to copy; WGL seems to
be till 3AM, hrd s/off then; strong carrier on 1350-listened 2:3, no voice use
330-4 WSVI on initial test; XEJP 5R7 from 430 on; 5-530 KXLK for new one.
8th-CHAB till 60, then dropped right out; XEBZ-145-215 on RB; WDC-240-WFP on
E.T.; KROD at 315; KXLK at 350; Carrier on 900 at 210; WHTB on FC 4-415; WSVI
at 430-505-KABR on FC; 9th-KDLR on FC-3; WSVI at 3:20; KIX at 330; XEBZ at 345;
WTAQ-415; 10th-KWOR readable on peaks-not good for rtp; 425-WCLO-425
445 KYW; 11th WKOK on FC-150-2; KVSX s/off 2AM; 235-WMGW; KXBR-305; 330-WLBC
with T.C. & annt.; KVOA-340; KTUC-345-12th-CHLT on 900 till 2AM; KANS on top
of mess on 1240 at 215; 3-315-WMT on MFC, stated reg check time; 310-KVSO;
320-WBLK; WINS-3-30; 340-CHLT again; 350-WSIV; 355-WMT; 415-KEZ; 13th-330-345
KOAK on f/c; 346-WBRW; 350-KXBR; 4-WMBR; 14th-KYSM s/off 2AM; 2010 on
1340 till 245-band music, very poor modulation-no calls given; 305-WSIV.

In a letter from CKSB-1250 kcs-St Boniface, Man, Bill Stone says that
they do not as yet have all of their equipment, but when it arrives and they test (maybe by Apr 15th-May 15th) they will remember and try to do
it between 2-4 AM EST. Reports to go to D R Thomson, C.E.

SOSGT AL MALEY-HIGHLAND FALLS NY Finally tried some DXing for first time
in weeks, putting stress on 1450. I sweated out this guy under WWDC for an
hour expecting it to be WAGC-WPOR-WMNG or one of those but what does Maley
got but WFPQ nutz. WGAU on till 1:45, sta on 1240 s/off F/C 2AM with good